ABSTRACT. Complex systems -like SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) systems -often need a large amount of cables to connect all remotely controllable add-on units, like flip mirrors, servo-motors, switches etc. on different groups (like mount / telescopes, laser, control PC, observer control station etc.). At the Graz kHz SLR station, more than fifty separate cables connecting these groups have been replaced now with a few single BNC cables, using a simple serial bus system. Each single BNC cable completely connects 2 units (e.g. the PC and the mount); there is no need for synchronization or handshake signals. Data transmission speed ranges from very low -down to a single transmit only on request, or on any change of bits -up to 10 MBits/s. This serial bus is flexible, easy to extent for future upgrades, and fast.
INTRODUCTION
Within the SLR system Graz, several units are connected to each other using a lot of cables: The Control PC with its several interfaces and digital I/O lines; the mount and telescope system with all its remotely controllable add-on units (flip mirrors, filters, step motors, servomotors, switches etc.); all buttons, switches, joysticks in the observer cabin -acting on devices on the telescope, on the laser, or giving commands to the PC etc. etc. All of these units are at different locations within the observatory, or even on different floors.
Most of these cable connections resulted from constant upgrades and improvements of our kHz SLR system, adding more and more functionality -and also complexity (Kirchner et al, 2004) . To reduce the necessary number of cables, to add a much higher flexibility and to make future extensions much easier, we replaced all of these dedicated cables with a few single coax cables, and implemented a simple, automatic, flexible and fast serial bus.
THE SERIAL BUS CONCEPT
The concept of our serial bus is simple: A coax cable connects a transmitting and a receiving unit (a second coax cable -using a same bus system -is needed for the reverse direction). The transmitter codes a fixed number of bits (e.g. 64 bits) into a message block, and sends this message block continuously and automatically in predefined intervals to the receiver.
The coding itself uses two different pulse lengths for each bit: For a 1 MHz bus, each bit requires 1 µs; a pulse with a length of 200 ns means "ZERO", a pulse with a length of 600 ns means "1" ( fig. 1) . A 64-bit message therefore has a length of 64 * 1 µs = 64 µs; after a predefined pause (of e.g. 36 µs), the same message is sent again. Any "news" within the message thus arrives at the receiver reliably within the next 100 µs, which is more than adequate for the remote controlled units we have in mind. If a faster response is needed, a 10 MHz bus will send the message every 10 µs.
There is no need for any synchronization; the first pulse starts the sequence, any pause larger than several µs defines the end of the sequence, and resets the receiver accordingly. There is also no need for any handshake; any leading edge of each pulse starts the bit length identification in the receiver. The accuracy requirements for the receiver clock frequency are low: It only needs to distinguish between 2 different pulse lengths; any increase in data message length will not change these low requirements. In addition, by repeating the data stream every 100 µs (as in this example) any transmission error will be recovered automatically within a few 100 µs with one of the next messages. With the numbers chosen in the above example, every 100 µs a 64 bit message is transmitted; if higher data transmission speeds or longer messages are needed, it is easy and straightforward to use e.g. 10 MHz / 20 ns or 60 ns, or 128 bits per message etc. Such a bus than allows data transmissions with up to 10 MBits / second.
TRANSMITTER REALIZATION
The transmitter is implemented within an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) chip on our ISA PC card (fig. 2) ; this card was developed at the SLR station and manages a big amount of real-time tasks necessary for the kHz operation at the SLR station in Graz.
All message bits are formatted properly within the PC program, and written via the ISA bus into an FPGA buffer; before every bus transmission, the actual bits are fetched from the bus transmission circuits, and sent via the standard BNC cable to the receiver.
The coding via bit lengths is provided by simple counters, which determine each pulse length accordingly. 
RECEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
The receiver circuits are programmed into simple, low cost, commercially available FPGA boards ( fig.3) . The rising edge of any arriving pulse starts the pulse length identification: For a 1 MHz bus, the pulse status is checked at 400 ns after the rising edge ( fig. 4) . The identified bit values are stored into output registers, which control the corresponding output amplifiers (for relays, switches), step motors, servo-motors, LED indicators etc. etc. 0 1 0
Fig. 4. Pulse length identification:
Check pulse status at 400 ns after rising edge of pulses
TRANSMITTED DATA TYPES
The concept is very flexible, and allows for different kind of data to be transmitted; in Graz we have implemented several such buses, which exchange all possible kinds of data: for example a bus (single BNC cable) from PC / ISA Bus FPGA to the mount / telescope system; this bus transfers all necessary command signals to control Field of View (open / close it with selectable speeds), divergence (change it with adjustable speeds), switch several mirrors / shutters / filters in or out, transmit all necessary signals to drive piezo-motors for the last Coudé mirror, etc. Although this is the smallest bus we have implemented (32 bits only), there are still 16 bits free / available for future use -which will then need only setting of some bits in the PC software.
Another example is the single BNC cable connection of the Observer Control Unit to the PC: Every 100 µs it transmits all status bits of the switches on this unit (Fig. 5) ; the receiver FPGA on the ISA PC card sets a flag bit for the PC only in case of a status bit change.
ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES
Before implementing this bus system in Graz, many observer control and command signals were connected directly to their corresponding units; e.g. the button to switch the wavelength filter in the telescope IN or OUT was connected through a dedicated cable directly with the corresponding drive unit in the telescope; while this was straightforward, the control PC did not have any knowledge or control about it, which could have potential severe consequences (switching filters out of the photon path changes the measured time-of-flight).
With the serial bus implemented now, such commands are sent always and only to the control PC, which in turn sets the according bits for the mount control bus; thus the control PC always "knows" what is going on, and can e.g. correct the time-of-flight measurements, or set some proper flags for post-processing etc.
In addition, this allows implementation of a whole new set of automatics; some examples: 
CONCLUSIONS
This simple serial bus is easy to implement, is extremely flexible, and is open for any future changes and extensions. Using low cost FPGA circuits, its implementation is fast and cheap, and it reduces the usual mess of control and signal cables in a complex environment like an SLR station significantly.
In addition, it offers big advantages for automatic routines, because all control signals now are routed through -and can be managed by -the control PC.
